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The Gaffer's Bit

So what do I write about this month? I suppose I could copy all the
commercial rags and review 1987, but it seems to have been a year most people
would rather forget, so there's not much point in writing about it, is there?
Trouble is that there's not a lot of news at all right now, everything is much
the same, except that we're losing quite a few members to the ST brigade
recently. I'm sorry for them, paying all that money just for a load of pretty
colours and graphics, but it's their own money (I hope!), so why should I
argue? I'd like to say thank you to all those of you who have been adding a
bit extra to their renewal subscriptions and orders "for the copier fund".
It's a great help, because I've had to dip into the fund recently in order to
keep the old Tosh copying, and we really are going to have to get a
replacement before long, so your contributions really are very much
appreciated. While I've got a bit of space to spare, I think I ought to give a
mention to another old established Group, the National Amstrad, Tandy &
General Users Group, known to its friends as NATSUG. Now it's no use all you
Dragon and CoCo owners rushing to join them, because they don't have a lot of
coverage for either machine, but those of you who run a second machine might
well find it useful to contact them, especially if it happens to be a TRS80 or
one of Alan Sugar's little boxes .... they're well into CP/M and peculiar
perversions like MS-DOS, and although they're a bit more expensive than us,
they appear to offer a good service, so if you're interested try writing to
Roger Storrs, Oakfield Lodge, Ram Hill, Coalpit Heath, Bristol, or if you
haven't the energy to write to him, give me a call and I'll send you one of
their application forms. OK? If there's anything else new happening I haven't
heard about it. I've still got the same old problem with the workforce, or
rather the lack of it, but there's nothing new about that! I'd like to tell
you that in 1988 Update will be bigger, better, and more interesting, but that
will depend on YOU. We can only publish what YOU send us, and unless you all
do a bit more in that line Update is likely to end up as an editorial followed
by a dozen blank pages!. It's your choice, and if you aren't going to bother
about it, why should I? Anyway, I'm not going to deliver a lecture on the
subject, you all know the score, and Update 1988 will be what YOU make it,
nothing more nor less.

THE EDITORIAL BIT

Well, I hope you all have had an excellent Christmas and New Year and are
bright and ready for another year. You'll be pleased to know that I have
nothing to moan or complain about except possibly the fact that nobody wrote a
report about the show for us - surely somebody could spend 10 or 15 minutes
writing a short summary of what happened (or didn't, as the case may be).
As always, articles of any shape or form would be greatly appreciated so
please, donate a small bit of your precious time to the group and help make it
better for all of us.

So, until next time, enjoy....
MEMORY MANAGEMENT ON THE LARGE DRAGON

PART 4: GETTING IT TOGETHER

This month I want to consider the decoder circuitry. This is the circuit that makes sure that the registers of the mapping-RAM's, the fuse register and the interrupts flip-flop appear somewhere sensible in the memory map. My solution has been to make them appear between $FFFF$ and $EFFF$, where there is a large hole in the SAM-chip memory map. (The SAM data-sheet appropriately describes this hole as "reserved for upgrades"!) The detailed positioning is decided by the settings taken from the LS138 (IC9). Wired as shown, the RAM registers lie in order between $FF80$ and $FFBF$, the fuse register is at any address between $FF80$ and $FFFF$, and the interrupts flip-flop is toggled by a write to $FFFF$ (to $FFFA$) or $FFFF$ (etc) respectively. All these operations are possible only when the MMU is switched out (i.e. $STATE=0$).

Mention should be made of the switching signal to multiplexer IC2 (pin 1) - I have found it satisfactory to apply the same signal ($STATE$, derived from IC 11) to both IC1 and IC2, but there are some timing benefits on map switching to leaving IC2 connected to the top address lines (see fig 2) except when writing data to the mapping-RAM. (Note that it’s not possible to read the mapping-RAM registers, because their outputs are not connected to the data bus! You’ll just have to keep a tidy copy of their contents in memory).

Finally, Fig 3 shows a possible method of implementing write-protection, by gating the write-enable signal (RWE) from the SAM with an OR gate (you may then feel obliged to find uses for the other 3 gates on the chip?)! This method is preferable to the obvious method of gating read/write direct from the cpu, for the following reason:- in both cases the dynamic RAMs will interpret the memory cycle as a read not a write and will put out data, but in my suggested mod. the intervening LS244 buffer on the main board will stay disabled, and so the cpu will not find another device putting data on its lines at the same time as it is trying to. (To really make the implementation sound we could also toggle the interrupt line mai so that 0/F can warn the user he’s sinned).

This more or less finishes off the hardware (’bout time - Ed). In the meanwhile I’ve been trying to sort out the software, and I’ll start telling you about that real soon now! (To date I’ve done the easy jobs of writing a RAM disk driver, and a patch for the Go51 driver, so that the latter uses a high-res screen in extended memory - but the big prize is a patch to OS9 level 1 to allow it to give programs up to 63k of workspace). In the interim, here’s a bit of Basic with which to try it all out. It sets up the registers to their default values, and then switches in the MMU. EXEC SWOFF returns you to unpatched mode.

(Note the alternatives in line 60).
10 SWOFF=LI7000:’OR WHAT YOU WILL
20 POKE $HB100, $H3B: ’RTI
30 POKE $HFF98, B: ’SWITCH OFF MMU ON SWI ONLY
40 POKE SWOFF, LI79: POKE SWOFF +1, $H39: 'SWI,RTS
50 FOR I=8 TO 15
60 POKE I+$HFF80, I: ’L8219
’&0 POKE I+$HFF80, 255-I: ’$189
70 NEXT I
80 POKE $HFF98, B: ’SWITCH IN MMU
90 RETURN

Note that you need to be in 64k mode rather than 32k to access a 18-bit address ending in $B000$ to $EFFF$, and that all absolute addresses ending in $FF80$ to $FFFF$ get fielded by the SAM. This limitation is imposed by letting the SAM do the memory control. Hopefully, I may one day tell you how to use a TIMS4500 to get round the problem...

by BOB HALL.
EASY MACHINE CODE 16 ... R.A. DAVIS.

To start the printer dump routine with DASH... the usual.

10 CLEAR 800, &H6FF THIS GIVES ROOM FOR M/CODE FROM &H7000.
20 EXEC &HCFFA TO EXEC THE DASH.
30 ALL TO PRINT ON SCREEN.
40 BRA @BEGIN TO JUMP OVER THE DATA AND STORES TO THE LABEL.
50 @ESC FCB 27, 23, 18, 08 THIS SETS THE 185 INTO ELITE FONT AND GRAPHICS.
60 @SCREEN FCB 0, 0 THIS IS A STORE TO HOLD THE SCREEN ADDRESS.
70 @SCREEN FCB 0, 0 THIS STORE IS FOR THE SCREEN END.
80 @BIT FCB 0, 0 THIS STORE IS FOR THE BITA USE.
90 @CAL FCB 0, 0, 0 THIS ONE FOR THE NUMBER SENT TO THE PRINTER.
100 @ELOG FCB 27, 21, 29 THIS SETS THE 185 INTO ELOGGING MODE.
110 @ELOG FCB 27, 15, 0 THIS RETURNS THE 185 TO NORMAL FONT.
120 FCB 0, LEAVE A SPACE.
130 @CR FCB 0, 0 FOR CARRIAGE RETURN.
140 @BEGIN LDU @ESC LOAD THE U REGISTER WITH THE ADDRESS OF THE DATA IN LINE 50.

We will send the commands to the printer in due course. This is where the program starts.

ANSWERS TO CROSSWORD NUMBER 28

ACROSS:
1(A) Atlas. 1(H) Asymmetry. 2(C) Inlaycard. 3(C) Greenhouses. 4(C) Hate. 4(I) Pawn. 5(D)
5(D) Stirrup. 6(B) Ohms. 7(F) Circuit. 10(F) Drama. 11(E) Oval. 11(J) Bero. 12(A)
12(A) Prolog. 13(E) Laser. 13(J) Boss.

DOWN:
month's crossword were Graham Smith and Eddie Freeman.
A LETTER FROM AN EX-EDITOR — TIM LOMAS

Just a short note to thank those of you who kindly donated to Paul's "Buy a retiring editor a drink" fund, the thought was much appreciated. I shall be popping off to the off licence in the next couple of days to purchase the said beverage as my previous bottle had become diminished during the latter days of trying to get Update together.

While I'm I'm boring you all again (who muttered that they thought they'd finally got rid of me at the back ??) I'd just like to congratulate Barry on his first edition, it made a nice change to be able to read it without knowing what was there in advance! He also seemed somewhat better than me in the typographical error department. Keep up the good work Barry.
What can I say... I'm moved... I'd just like to thank the producer, the director, my parents and all those who made it all possible....Barry]

HENCEFORTH (4) ............ BOB SMITH

The next few jottings are going to be about DOUBLE PRECISION numbers and their use in FORTH. FORTH is based on SINGLE PRECISION numbers consisting of 16 bits (two bytes). This means that a number can be in the range 0 to a binary number consisting of 16 1's which is 65535 in the decimal system. These are called unsigned numbers. However, the most significant bit can also be used to decide whether the number is negative (1) or positive (0). This means that a one followed by 15 0's is the largest negative number (-32768) and zero followed by 15 1's is the largest positive number (+32767). These are called signed numbers.

All numbers on the FORTH stack consist of 16 bit numbers. A DOUBLE PRECISION number is a number made up of two adjacent numbers on the stack so that the combined 32 bits are used to store the number. The number nearest the top of the stack is the most significant half of the number pair. The main point to remember is that the "two halves" of a double precision number are in no way different from two separate single precision numbers. It is the word operating on the stack that decides whether the numbers are a pair or not. The thing to remember here is that words such as.. (dot) and STKP will print the pair as two signed numbers, whereas the most significant bit in the lower number is just another digit buried in the middle of a 32 bit number.

We need words to manipulate pairs of numbers as 32 bit numbers. Some of these exist already in John Payne's FORTH. In a quick run-through I found 28 words dealing with 32 bit numbers, and 13 of these are for direct manipulation of 32 bit numbers. The system for naming words that manipulate 32 bit numbers is a bit of a mess. I have tried to give names that echo the 16 bit equivalent word with either a D or a 2 in front. Where the original first character is a letter, I use a 2, and where it is a non-letter character, I use a D. The various FORTH implementations, however, do not stick to this and I intend to use the original names even though this means departing from my own principles.

That's enough preaching for now, so here are a few of the simplest word definitions. In some cases they are so simple that they hardly seem worth bothering with. The reason is that they act as memory joggers when writing programs. So here are:-

2DROP d1 ---
2DUP d1 --- d1 d1
2SWAP d1 d2 --- d2 d1

Next time I'll be looking at ways of comparing 32 bit words.
PASCAL FOR BEGINNERS (6) ... GARY COXHEAD

Last time we finished with variable types, but to say this is the end of variables is an understatement. If Pascal only had these variable types alone then it would not be much cop. Very soon you would be building up a quite complex program. At this stage we must finish the basic building blocks of Pascal and that is the Arithmetic Operators and simple Input and Output.

ARITHMETIC OPERATORS.

a. ( ) ...brackets always first
b. * / DIV MOD..next multiplication or division, left to right.
c. + - ... and finally addition and subtraction.

The word DIV is a reserved word and stands for integer division only, ignoring any remainder. Thus 20 DIV 7 = 2.
The word MOD is also a reserved word and stands for "Modulo". This too is integer division but giving the remainder rather than the product, e.g. 26 MOD 7 = 6.

If there are no brackets then, just like Basic, operators at the same level of precedence are evaluated left to right. e.g.

32 + 18 DIV 2 * 3 gives 47, NOT 63 or 7 or 33 or 42!

Don't forget, arithmetic operators must always be specified and cannot be implied as in algebra, i.e. abc does not equal a(bc)

SIMPLE INPUT AND OUTPUT.

The Write and Writeln statements are used to output data to the users terminal, e.g.
write('average value = ',mean);
writeln('Mean value = ',mean);
writeln(' (blank line)'

The write statement leaves the cursor at the end of the character just written to the output device. Writeln has the effect of moving to a new line after outputting the current line, i.e. it executes a carriage return line feed.
The read and readln statements are used to input data. When used with numbers, read takes the next item of data from the user, ignoring any blanks between items and moving to a new line when required. Readln will take an item from the current line (after 'Enter') and then moves to a new line for the next item.

Type in the following program and run it to illustrate these points.

PROGRAM read_input (input, output);

VAR a,b,c,d : integer;
BEGIN
read(a,b,c,d) (space activates)
writeln('a = ',a);
writeln('b = ',b);
writeln('c = ',c);
writeln('d = ',d);
writeln;
readln(a,b) (activated by carriage return)
writefn('a = ',a:4,' b = ',b:4,' c = ',c:4,' d = ',d:4);
writefn;
readln(a);
readln(b);
writefn('a = ',a:4,' b = ',b:4,' c = ',c:4,' d = ',d:4);
END.

Just a point to note. The ':4' after the variable name is a form of simple edited output. It just means print out the result in only four spaces. Most compilers default to eight. If your compiler doesn’t support this feature then just leave it out

TELEPHONE CALL CHARGES...MIKE TOWNSEND.

With more of us getting 'on line' with the offer of a free modem from Micronet, the dreaded Phone Bills have been causing heart attacks with increasing regularity. This short program will help to keep tabs on how much you are clocking up. The information comes from page 11 of the BT "Your guide to Telephone charges" booklet that arrived with my last, "Ultra-large" bill. Don’t forget that if you go a fraction of a second over the Charge Rate Period, you’ll be charged for another period. This program compensates for that. Start your stopwatch as soon as you hear the whistle and don’t stop it until the modem has logged off.

10 'TELEPHONE CALL CHARGES
20 CLS:PRINT"33","THIS PROGRAM WILL GIVE YOU YOUR TELEPHONE CALL COST WHILE THE UNIT FEE IS 5.6P (INCL VAT) WHEN THE FEE GOES UP, EDIT LINE 20 AND THE END OF LINE 68":PRINT:PRINT"232","HIT A KEY TO RUN":PRINT:SCREEN0,1:EXEC41194
30 INPUT" NUMBER OF WHOLE MINUTES":M
40 INPUT" NUMBER OF SECONDS":S:IFS=59 THEN PRINT"321","(MAXIMUM OF 59 PLEASE !)":GOTO48
50 INPUT" NUMBER OF SECONDS IN CHARGE RATE PERIOD":CR
60 T=(INT((M+S)/CR)+1)*0.66
70 PRINT" THIS CALL COST "1:PRINTUSING####.##":IT1:PRINT" PENCE"

REDUNDANT INFORMATION DEPARTMENT

A quick tip for all Flex users with VDATA (The Viewdata and Prestel program) courtesy of Stuart Mills.

In order to access the gateway to TELECOM GOLD from Prestel it would appear necessary to produce a carriage return to log on. VDATA will not produce this under the standard conditions since the ENTER key on the Dragon is converted to '8'. To produce the required CR:
1. Re-enter the menu with shift-2 as usual.
2. Select the ‘execute Flex’ command from the menu.
3. Then POKE A8AC 0D (obviously the poke command must be available on the selected disk).
4. This produces a CR from the CLEAR key.
5. To reproduce a '8' do the above but POKE A8AC 2A.

You may realise that any character can be produced from the CLEAR key using this technique.

If you own a Brother Thermal Printer and your paper supply has run out, you can write direct to: JONES & BROTHER, JONES SEWING MACHINE CO LTD, SHEPLEY STREET, AUDENSHAW, MANCHESTER. M34 5ID. and ask for their price list for home/office equipment for printers. Alternatively, phone 061 338 6531. Thanks to F.J. Fisher for that one.
TEACHING INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Through the pages of 'Update' I feel I must reply to Phil Reed's piece in the December '87 issue. As someone who has been teaching both adults and children computing for several years, I can only agree partially with his comments. My experience is that the vast majority of teenage students have little or no inclination to learn about computers through no fault of their own. What has happened is that the subject has been clouded by so much hype and unnecessary jargon, that they are at best turned off and at worst actually frightened off the subject. This is certainly the case with many YTS students who are required to take a 13 week course in 'Information Technology'. This being equally applicable to both boys and girls.

There is a partial answer to this problem. Firstly forget about teaching programming, some may take to it, most will not, make it an available option. Teach them to use good application packages, like word processors and spreadsheets on the industry standard machines, letting the students see for themselves just how useful these aids can be. Most kids are bright enough to take this on board, and see the advantages. But what is really needed is, and here the arguments will rage, a new approach to the way computing is taught, quite simply don't teach it.

Don't teach it as a separate subject, don't have computers locked away in special rooms, and don't have special staff to run them. Computers should be integrated into the mainstream subjects, just as they would be in the real world outside the classroom. Finally, I see no problem whatever in letting children play games on computers in school time. Careful choice of software, can make learning much more easy, give good keyboard familiarity, teach loading and saving files, and more important, help to overcome the real fear that some students (both young and old) have of this still very new technology.....Mike Ganley.

HIGHLIGHT BAR MENU (DELTADOS) — D. MARTIN

Having just read in November's issue, Barry's plea for more material, I decided to dust off a routine for inclusion in this month's issue. I get to use an IBM XT at work and have always admired the highlight bar menus that are used in well-known programs such as LOTUS 1-2-3 and PARABOX. I thought I would have a go at producing a similar effect in BASIC, using SCRIBE as the screen driver. The listing below is the result, although I have since polished it up so as to use some TOOLKIT commands i.e. for auto-repeat keys, error trapping etc. I have given you the skeleton program, as some people might not have the Toolkit add-on. The left and right arrow keys are used to move the bar along the options and ENTER pressed to select the option highlighted. The only other key used is 'C' to toggle the background colour and this is of course optional. The DATA statements in lines 336-400 must be edited to read your options and a description of that option. The GOSUBS on lines 178-240 must also be edited to point to your various routines/other programs. Of course, you need not have as many as nine options and in fact it is better if you do not, as you can then space the options out making them easier to read. A point to remember is that the total length of the combined options should be 29 characters. QUIT might not be needed and so this would provide extra space on the option line. Also, lower case letters aid reading. There is plenty of scope for the program to be modified to enhance its features. I keep the program as an APPENDable subroutine on disk. One idea would be to have your favourite games disk boot-up with the menu with the options showing the games and a description. The following lines will need to be changed if you have less menu options... 60, 130 and 140.

PS: I will endeavour to keep the Delta flag flying in the future. Any Delta owners who have not registered yet should do so, as we can be of great assistance...ask any of the members! The registration fee is, at present, a one of payment of just $1.00.
THE 6TH 6809 COLOUR SHOW - THE REVIEW?

Well? Where is it then? Nobody has sent a review of the 6809 show on the 5th December so I would greatly appreciate it if somebody (anybody!) would write some sort of summary of who was there and what happened...Please?...BC

Back Issue Updates............

Owing to circumstances entirely beyond my control, we will NOT be able to supply back issues until further notice.

If anyone with access to a good quality copier would care to take over the job of reprinting back issues on a more or less "at cost" basis, I would appreciate it if they would phone me any evening and discuss possible arrangements. I must emphasise that this job is one which has to be done efficiently, and that you are NOT likely to make a fortune out of it, as obviously charges must be kept reasonable.

If you're interested, please phone me on Worthing 297585 any evening. Paul.
DUPLIDISK 2 REVIEW ..... ROGER MERRICK

Quickbeam came in for more than their fair share of criticism, some even from myself.

The original release of Duplidisk was advertised in a somewhat exaggerated way, and this led to considerable customer disappointment.

The current release, Duplidisk 2, is a considerable improvement.

Duplidisk 2 is supplied in two versions - one for Deltados, the other for Dragon/Cumana/Super Dos's. (Dup 1 would only work with Dragondos).

Dup 2 will convert a greater range of programs than Dup 1, including some auto starting basic programs.

On a Dragon 64, Dup 2 will restart after saving, whereas Dup 1 locked the system, and required reloading after each save.

If Dup 2 finds a program it cannot convert straightforwardly, it presents the user with 4 options to try different kinds of conversion (and a fifth - to quit). Dup 1 simply reported that it couldn't convert. This adds further to the range of programs the converter will work with.

Dup 2 reports the type of file it is dealing with, Dup 1 didn't do this.

Dup 2 is supplied on cassette, with full instructions for #8.

Duplicitron or 2 appends a relocating/Dos detach module to the programs with Dup 1, [%FILE*filename] will give a different value to the directory report of the file size. If you wish to remove the relocating/Dos detach module, (e.g. to run the program from tape or on a CoCo disk machine), save the program to tape with the shorter filelength. It will then run correctly when the Dos is not physically connected.

LIGHTPEN SOFTWARE PLEA FROM THE EDITOR

Some time ago the Datapen Lightpen was released with some amazingly hideous software which was of little use of no practical use. Some time later, a some dramatically improved software was produced but apart from that, little or no other programs have been published. Has anybody out there written any software for there own use with this lightpen which they think could be of any use to other owners. If so then please send it to me by next post and I'll stick it into this esteemed publication at the next opportunity.

CROSSWORD NO. 29

ACROSS:
1. Staff of famous Greek athlete IFILower division football club, who were once in the lower division for one season 313pl. Who is one of these 431 الأولى 4214 number of pupils 411 travelling entertainers 411 Vegetable 611 Remove a compass point from a matching powder to obtain extreme danger 701 High ranking army man 91 Plant with feisty stalks used in jam, wine, etc. 121 Faced a city in Iran 161 This type of seafarer say steel software 121 Roof of bathroom covering 121 Put a point on a pencil 181 A riot a small boat 131 Dry grass 231

DIAGRAM

I thought I'd be extra generous this month again and offer prizes to the first two correct entries received .... the usual games programs, of course, but this month I can give you a choice of a tape or Dragon 800 disc so please state which you would prefer (in the event of you being a winner, of course!). Paul.
REFILLING PLOTTER PENS... EDDIE STAINER

With reference to Mr. Ron Walters refilling of C.G.P. and M.C.P. plotter pens in the October issue of Dragon Update: What an excellent idea this is, but on the pens I have, the pulling apart was very difficult with the aid of pliers and could easily damage them. So I have made up two little jigs to help with the extracting.

2 pieces of metal 1/8" x 1/2" x 3/4" are required.

Drill a hole of 1/4" diameter in the first piece, and with a hacksaw, cut a slot into the hole at one end (see sketch #1).

In the second piece of metal, drill a hole of diameter 1/8" at a point 1/4" from the end, and again, cut a slot with a hacksaw into the hole (see sketch #2).

Now take the pen and put the plastic cover over the end opposite the ball on the pen (This is to protect the metal casing of the pen) and place it into jig #1 (see sketch #3) and hold the jig in a vice.

Place #2 jig over the small plastic end on the pen (ball end) (see sketch #4), and hold tightly with mole-grips or pliers. Then, with a slight twist, pull upwards and Bingo! The pen is apart.

Sketch #1

Sketch #2

Sketch #3

Sketch #4

Ideas ????????

Now the above idea is a very simple but very practical one, the sort of thing that YOU could be sending in for Update, so why not pass on YOUR ideas to others?
The Late, Late Bit........

Owing to the almost total lack of interesting material, it looks as though I've got an entire page to invent this month. It's no use you complaining about it, it's entirely your own fault. Anyway, for a start, let's see if I can pick an argument with Mike Ganley over his piece on page seven. Everyone to their own view, of course, but mine is almost completely opposite to that of Mike. Firstly, I resent the use of terms such as "Information Technology".... the idea of using this sort of title is pure Orwell (or Thatcher, whichever you prefer), it's like a Value Added Tax which reduced the value of whatever it is applied to, or a Ministry of Employment which deals with Unemployment. Rubbish! In this case there's little or no "technology" involved, and even less "information". Secondly, where does this idea come from that one needs an "inclination to learn about computers"?... personally I never had the slightest inclination to learn about anything at all while at school, nor did anyone else I knew, we learned because it was too damn painful NOT to do so! If a knowledge of computers is deemed to be necessary then "inclination" has nothing at all to do with it. Certainly the idea of merely teaching students how to push the relevant keys in order to operate applications packages on "industry standard" (I wish there was one!) machines can only make matters worse?. It is this form of teaching which is costing industry millions and getting computers such a bad reputation. Most commercial software is badly written, over complicated (usually as result of several hundred modifications to make it fit different "standard" machines), and NEVER exactly meets the requirements of the firm lumbered with using it. Now IF the operator had at least a working knowledge of programming it would be possible for the original software to be tailored to fit by the one person who knows EXACTLY what is required of it, the person who has to USE it, but under the present system, an operator is just a key pusher, doing a job that a semi-literate monkey could probably do better. Judging by some of the "commercial" mail I get, most firms are using a very dim monkey already! While I would agree with Mike that computers in schools shouldn't be treated as some sort of holy mystery, I have to disagree entirely with his conclusions ... a computer is a tool, nothing more nor less. It is NOT a toy for playing games on, nor is it some kind of magic box, and to use a tool properly one needs to know HOW it works, and WHY. Almost every computer (unless you count the Atari 2600 as one) has a keyboard attached to it somewhere or other, which is intended to interface the user with the electronics. Likewise all computers have a language, sometimes several, to make that interfacing simpler, so how can we ever expect to teach people how to USE computers if they aren't taught to understand and communicate with them?. If, as we are always being told, the computer is here to stay, then surely the best course is to dispel the superstition and mystery and just tell people what it really is, a rather temperamental abacus, no magic at all, just a box of switches. I don't see how one makes any difference at all whether the student is "inclined towards" learning the subject or not, this has never been considered relevant with any other subject, so why should it be in this case?. As to people having a "fear of computers", that is a product of the educationalist's imagination! Most children have the ability to recognise a good excuse for being idle when they see one, and when it's offered to them on a plate even the thickest brat isn't likely to fail to take advantage of it. Personally, I think the teaching profession has lost the ability to teach, hence the pathetic results and the endless stream of excuses for the total lack of a viable educational standard. Well, you've now seen Philip's and Mike's opinions on the subject, and mine. Which one is correct, if any, is for you to decide, but hopefully I've now solved two problems ... I'll give you something to disagree with and feel indignant about, and [b] filled this page!. Have fun. Paul Grade.
I WONDER WHY...Ken Grade.

I occasionally get lumbered with editing out the typing mistakes for Update if Paul has too much mail (or there isn't enough vodka), and often wonder why the worst articles to make sense of are written by people in the teaching profession. There are more grammatical and spelling errors per line from these bastions of education than in a whole article from a hardware enthusiast. Their 'communication skills' leave a lot to be desired, to put it mildly...wonder why the kids don't learn??

TECHBASE... "PD" Library.

TECHBASE...A Public Domain Software Library with a difference!!

The operations of TECHBASE are as follows:-

1. Providing (and receiving!) of software in the following categories:-
   (a) Languages (e.g. FORTH, LISP, PASCAL, C, etc.).
   (b) Utilities (e.g. TOOLKITS, TAPE UTILITIES, DISK UTILITIES, etc.).
   (c) Machine code development tools (e.g. ASSEMBLERS, DEBUGGERS, etc.).

2. Providing updates to the above as and when available and also other technical support when possible.

3. Providing a BBS for technical conferences and easier distribution of the above (Sometimes in mid-1986 when equipment permits.).

I am also trying to provide a technical help service where possible, but I can't guarantee to be able to help in ALL cases!!

NOTE: WE WILL NOT ACCEPT COPYRIGHTED OR LICENCED COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE OF ANY SORT!!! PERSONS FOUND SUPPLYING THIS TO US WILL BE REPORTED TO THE COPYRIGHT / LICENCE HOLDERS, SO CHECK YOUR SUBMISSIONS FIRST!!!. YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED!!

THE ADDRESS FOR ALL ENQUIRIES IS AS FOLLOWS:-

Lee Cooke, (TECHBASE).
117, Limbrick Lane,
Soring-by-Sea,
Worthing,
West Sussex. BN12-6AS.

FORMATS ACCEPTED:- Tape (preferred), DragonDOS, SD and DD DeltaDOS.

Please mention UPDATE when writing to us, as we support a number of different machines.

AND STILL MORE ADVERTS......

OS 9 Desk. "Everything you wanted to know about OS 9 but didn't know who to ask" 150 pages of hints, tips, and articles for the Mac and Dragon Level 1 user. Included a disc of source files. £11.95

OS 9. Easy to use full feature OS 9 conversion program, together with source, manual (G3C and GBM), function keys, disk monitor. Excellent messages direct from disc. Suitable for ANY OS 9 system (not just Dragon). £3.00.

OS 9 Fix. Selection of useful Public Domain OS 9 utilities on one disc.
Includes: copy, 5.00.

Jassesh Sarker, 79, Vijayamani Road, Parkstone, Poole, Dorset. BH12-5AE. 0202-722229.

PRINTOUT SERVICE. A FORTH source code program for the production of backing copies of OS 9 programs. Capable of loading either headered or headerless programs or sections of programs, and saving these in either original or alternative formats. Also allows easy tape positioning using either on/off routines. Written by Stuart Hill, and available to group members at £3.00 per tape/pc machine.

Orders and cheques to the group.

NEWSPAPER: A mix tape utility program for the production of backing copies of OS 9 programs. Capable of loading either headered or headerless programs or sections of programs, and saving these in either original or alternative formats. Also allows easy tape positioning using either on/off routines. Written by Stuart Hill, and available to group members at £3.00 per tape/pc machine.

NEWSPAPER: A mic tape utility program for the production of backing copies of OS 9 programs. Capable of loading either headered or headerless programs or sections of programs, and saving these in either original or alternative formats. Also allows easy tape positioning using either on/off routines. Written by Stuart Hill, and available to group members at £3.00 per tape/pc machine.

NEWSPAPER: A mic tape utility program for the production of backing copies of OS 9 programs. Capable of loading either headered or headerless programs or sections of programs, and saving these in either original or alternative formats. Also allows easy tape positioning using either on/off routines. Written by Stuart Hill, and available to group members at £3.00 per tape/pc machine.

NEWSPAPER: A mic tape utility program for the production of backing copies of OS 9 programs. Capable of loading either headered or headerless programs or sections of programs, and saving these in either original or alternative formats. Also allows easy tape positioning using either on/off routines. Written by Stuart Hill, and available to group members at £3.00 per tape/pc machine.
Classified and Special Offers Ads.

BRAGAN MUSIC. These selections of music on either disc or tape are arranged and produced by David Caddick using a modified version of "Compact". They are divided into categories: Classics, Operas, Standards, Miscellaneous, etc. Each disc or tape contains a collection of several tunes. Prices are $3.50 per tape or 4.00 per disc. For information. Write to David Caddick, 33, Broadway Hill Road, Derby, ME-6.19.

DISC DRIVES 1.80 each and 1.40 track double sided drive, 70.00 and 50.00 respectively. Dragon 32 main board, good working order 15.00. Dragon data drive case and power supply 15.00. Phone Kevin at 672-7436.

Volunteer CAN/CAM navigation, interface, joystick, keypad and software. Suits either IBM or Apple 325.00. Please call 605-4597.

WANTED: C Stallard Turtle Graphics package with tutor. Contact Mike Banyon at 0273-571497.

Drachen 32, Joysticks, IBM games, tape recorder, manuals, and various books. Must sell as one complete package. Offers to Larry at 0427-460505.

Dragonal 64, brand new and unused, still boxed, complete with dust cover, 60.00. SuperDOS ed cartridge with drive, lockable container with nifty disk, 110.00, or both for 125.00. Also with 150 original games, manuals, and manuals. Playing cards, etc. For 125 each. Including manuals and software such as Superkaid, Fido Force, Shardless Master, Beastkiller, Justification, etc. Contact Mike at 0272-351497.

Dragon 64, two drivers, SuperDOS, plus All-Dreams, 185.00. Dragon 32 25.00. Discs, Printer control, Dragon, 4 m/c and 7 Basic books, OFFERS. Contact Brian Taylor 184, Main Street, Middletown, West Midlands 602-6929.

Beta 23:300 baud modem, large and heavy!! ($ Please collect!!). 15.00. Nippl Z23 interface for 232, needs small repair 3.00. Full set of Dragon 4k memory boards 25.00 ($ Please collect!!). Full set of input devices ($ Please collect!!) 10.00. Approx 10 Dragon related books 50 each piece. Phone Barry at 0275-771117.

SUNY CCP: 128 cassette to cassette printer, four channels, almost new. Will duplicate three programs (both sided) at a time. $00.00. Contact John Penn at 0430-9570.

Drugal 64, two disc drives, Prima Modem 1000 and card, 60 original cassette games, 125 disc containing programs, two disc back discs, 169, Style, Basic 90, RNS, Cash/VAT, Block record, Edit/Analysis, Editor, C Compiler, and all manuals, Tandy Shire basic synthesizer computer, etc. Please, SP ED42, RNS, Dynamic, Joysticks, 20 manuals, and 100 Dragon maps. The lot is going for the same price of $250.00, or night split. All in very good, clean condition. Contact J. Mitchell at 0272-364494 after 6 p.m.

ALL FOR SALE; ALL CHEAP!! Double Beauty Delta beta controller 20.00 plus postage. BS and various games on disc for Dragon Beta games cartridges various brands including H.I. on the Dragon. Enter the Dragon; Advanced Sound and Graphics, Further programming on the B23, Filestar Hamal (only) or any other used Dragon cassette, games, utilities, adventure, word processors, RNS ... all in very good condition. Too many to list here so write or phone for details. Ian Glyn 11, Mountaine Gardens, Baldenh, Shipley, West Yorks. 0274-583754.

Tandy Speech/Sound cartridge (boxed on an ad) 30.00 or exchange for AICA pak.

Jason Shambler 0272-722599.

Has anyone got the two OS9 accounts packages sold by Commodore about a year ago?

Phone Chris on 091-616-5415.

Scraps Dragons and CoA's wanted for spares. MUST BE CHEAP!!

Phone Alan Better at 0278-6234 (enquiries only please).

Three Cause electronic printing calculators for sale, one with built-in calendar, 14.00 each. Two packs with baskets (office type) 8.00 each. One wire catcher for printer paper. 6.00.

Phone Graham Strong, Worthing 685785.

New Program: Guess a car on the country s of the world. Areas, Capitols, Countries, Currencies and Languages. Includes analysis facility and map showing the position of the country required. Available on V1.0 disc or tape at 4.00 inclusive. Also available in a very comprehensive Home Accounts program (disc only) at the same price.

Write to Graham Strong, 70, Caldey Crescent, Worthing, W. Sussex BN12-0L.

WANTED FOR SPARES! Any dead printers or OS9 cartridges ... needed as spares FOR YOUR repair jobs, no MUST be cheap!!

Phone Paul Glade on Worthing 267585.

Basic Programs Listed. 1 Program Listing...75p, up to 4 pages.

Additional pages 5p each.

2 or more Programs...50p each.

ALL tapes and listings will be returned as soon as possible the following day...


BN12 0NE.

Games to disc transfer...Unprotected game code of any game neat in return for a blank tape and 25p stamp, but you MUST include the inlay card to prove you have bought the original.

Contact M.R. Pinge, 12, Aerial Avenue, Boughton, Essex RM10-0DG.

FORTH OPERATING SYSTEM: Simply the best there is. Written by John Payne, and available for Dragon/BBS, SuperDOS, and DD or DD:DeltaDOS. Available only through the Group. 5.00 inclusive.

Orders/cheques to the Group, 6, Navarino Road, Worthing, Sussex.

Circuit Sheets: Available for 322 (most variants), 344, Dragon BBS controller, and Carama BBS controller. All the same price. 1.00 each.

Orders/cheques to the Group, 6, Navarino Road, Worthing, Sussex.

Dragon Upgrade manual: 75/44 conversion method fully explained so that you can upgrade your 322 yourself without difficulty. Written by Bob Hall and available only through the Group. Price 2.00.

Cheques/ordinary to the Group, 6, Navarino Road, Worthing, Sussex.

Delta BBS: all types. A 1/2 u/cit contains all BSS and m/c files from disc to tape in one operation. BASIC and loading and Hex dump 1.00 on cassette for 2.50.

J.C. Russell, 31, Teneyson Avenue, Clevedon, Avon BS21-7UX.

0272-675283.

OS9 NUDER PROGRAM: Up and downloading of files. Any baud rate from 50/50 to 9600/1600 (but not multiple rates). Up and download before 4k to 22h or program will adapt to largest capacity available. All other OS9 options supported. Price 5.00.

Please phone Barry Kapp, 0272-262400 evenings only.

BRAGNOISE: A graphics drawing program, on tape, which we think is one of the best! Written by R.A. Davis, it must be a bargain at 2.50 including postage. Orders to Paul Grae, 6, Navarino Road, Worthing, Sussex.

BRAGNOISIE EDITIONS: Your OS 2764 edition to "patched" V1.0 specifications, or to Enlarged V4.0 or V4.1, or to PETER WILLIAMS TRANSLATED & MODIFIED ENGLISH VERSION OF V4.1. Price for any version just 3.50. Contact 24, Ray Road, Botten-under-Eave, Glos. ML12-72F.

SPECIAL PRICE FOR 13TH TASK FROM ABC Software. Special reduction only applies until 1st January: OLYP 1.1.9 inclusive of postage and packing. "A great adventure...and lovely too!" (Update 12/16). Don't miss this offer-over-to-be-repeated offer. Good now to ABC Software, 27, Navarino Road, Newland, Gloucester GL17-0LY.

GRAPHICS SCREENS...The Group Graphics Library, "BRAGNOISIE" has aged selection of screens available now, so why not make use of the service offered? Why not submit your graphics as well, you could win a prize. All you need do is write for details.

Bragman Library, 5, Glen Rd, Purdham, Poole, Dorset.
COME ALONG TO

The Dragon and Tandy Show.

AT CARDIFF-WALES AIRPORT ON SATURDAY 27TH February 1988. 10.00 to 3.00.

ADULTS 1.00

CHILDREN 50 PENCE.

DON’T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY TO MEET THE MAJOR RETAILERS AND TO WATCH DEMONSTRATIONS BY DRAGON USERS!

REGULAR BUS SERVICE FROM CARDIFF CENTRE.

EASY ACCESS VIA M4.

REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE.

WHY NOT COME ALONG AND ENJOY A GOOD DAY OUT FOR ALL THE FAMILY?!

If you would like to take part as a Demonstrator, showing how YOU use your Dragon or Tandy in an interesting or unusual way please contact John Penn on 04203-5970 NOW.

CRAZY FOOTA 2

Here it is in all its Glory!

The new improved version of CRAZY FOOTA.

NOW IN COLOUR

Twenty two men chasing one ball. Play against the computer or your best friend and see who your own team. Choose the length of the game and the speed of the players. See if you can top the HIGH SCORE TABLE. Can you beat the computer at its own game?

JOYSTICKS ARE REQUIRED.

CRAZY FOOTA 2

AVAILABLE ON TAPE OR DISK

(DRAGON D5C & DELTA D5D)

FOR ONLY 1.99

FROM COMPUTAPE.

27 Combe Road, Southminster

Essex, CM1 7AH

TUN 0621 727259

FOR 24- HOUR CREDIT CARD ORDERS

DATA SYSTEMS

SOFTWARE PROJECTS

KJ Set Wysyta Main — TWIN PACK — ONLY £1.99

DESIGN DESIGN

Dark Commodore Fontage — TWIN PACK — ONLY £2.99

A & SOFTWARE

Cheeky Egg £2.99

Sneering Addles £2.99

COMPUTAPE

Madness and Mauve

ONLY £2.99

Crazy Foota £2.99

Wing Walker £2.99

WINTER DOG

Anticipation £2.99

Playing £2.99

Master Tronic

Eye-tracker £2.99

Microvision

Brain Stacker £2.99

Boxxies £2.99

Ocean

Mastertronic £2.99

Master Tronic £2.99

MST

Imaginative Car £2.99

Best Box £2.99

CONTUAR

Artic Idle £2.99

Artic Hole £2.99

Incentive

WORKSHOP

Machine £2.99

Mail £2.99

EASY ACCESS VIA M4.

REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE.

WHY NOT COME ALONG AND ENJOY A GOOD DAY OUT FOR ALL THE FAMILY?!

If you would like to take part as a Demonstrator, showing how YOU use your Dragon or Tandy in an interesting or unusual way please contact John Penn on 04203-5970 NOW.